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12.4 A vivid event (dialogue)

12.9 Confrontation (2) (dialogue)
12.9.1 Expletives and swearwords
12.9.2 Dialogue

12.10 The Northwind and the Sun.

The Chinese Menu (Zhōngguó cài dān)
(23 pp)

Part I: Preliminaries

1. Types of Chinese food
2. The names of dishes
3. Some specialized menu terms
4. The 8 Chinese cuisines (bā ge càixì)
5. Methods of cooking (pēngtiáo fàngfǎ)
6. Spices and seasonings (zuóliào)
7. Ways of cutting (qiěfà)
8. Tools (gōngjù), with example sentences
9. Usage (shuōfā)

Part II: Dialogue in a Restaurant

1. Character version
2. Pinyin version

Part III. Sample menu items